App version 4.5

Changes to our terms and policies
We have always been committed to protecting your privacy and your
data. The European Union's General Data Protection Regulation has
prompted us to review our policies and make sure that we are doing the right
thing for all of our users worldwide.
• We have made it easier to understand what types of data we collect and
how we use your data.
• As part of our new data-retention policy, we will now delete accounts
that have been inactive for more than one years and where the user has
never engaged in any meaningful activity.
• We may send account-related email messages that are triggered by your
app activity, such as welcome emails, notifications and reminders.
• For the purposes of the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR),
your name, callsigns, email address and QSOs personal data stored in
iDX cloud database. Under article 47 of the regulation, a legitimate
interest exists. You can review your personal data and edit it using the
features of iDX app (for example, the iDX Account in side bar menu ).
If you wish to remove your personal data, you can delete your account
from the iDX Account in side menu the app.

Account Registration
Although the App provides for anonymous and pseudonymous
participation, in some instances in order to use certain services, is require an
account registration.
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• This requires a first name or radio name associated with your account,
your callsign an email address at which we can contact you when you
change password, email.
• After creating your account, the call sign provided by your country's
legal authority will be verified.
• Your callsign is the registration key, it can not be changed. If you receive
a new callsign, you must create a new user and delete the previous one.
Before deleting an account, make sure that a copy of your data as a
Logbook has been made. Deleted data can not be recovered.
• The iDX App uses the security login that involves (SSL encryption).
This process is managed by Google Cloud Platform. Your password is
also managed by Google Cloud Platform *Firebase, in such a way that
it is not even possible for the database administrator to inadvertently
find your password. You are encouraged though, to create a secure
password and keep it in safe place. Avoid predictable or easily guessed
passwords. Never share your account with someone else. Use of
account information: your user account information will always be
carefully protected
• Accounts with unauthorized callsign, inactive or expired, may be
blocked or deleted without prior notice.
• This account may only be used by licensed Amateur Radio.

Information Collected Automatically
iDX App receives and records information from your mobile device
when your use the App, such as your Internet Protocol (IP) address and
unique device identifier. Cookies and data about which modules you visit on
our app allow us to optimize the Services we provide to Amateur Radio
operator.

Information collected with the user authorization.
To facilitate the reinstallation of the app, or use your account on
another device you may also choose to store data in the iDX Cloud, the
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current configuration, screen settings, search history, preference, grid locator
and login data to service providers such as ClubLog.
if you do not choose this option, the settings has been kept in the local
database of your device.
The real-time location data provided by your device (GPS) is used only
internally to provide antenna azimuth. If you prefer to keep automatic
global positioning disabled you can store your grid locator or coordinates on
your device to get this information. The Grid Locator or latitude and
longitude coordinates will not be shared with others without your
authorization. In order to accurately target antennas, iDX App maintains a
second database of station locators, obtained through published lists, dx
cluster, dx pedition ads and or informed by users. The accuracy of this
information on the map will always be that of the center point of the 6-digit
grid-locator.

About iDX Logbook
I consider it important that only the owner of a log can see the QSOs
within that log, and iDX logbook follows this principle. However, part of the
purpose of iDX app is to analyise and report about new one country, CQ
zone or anothers useful information to Dx'ers, for example, to create
propagation paths and possible indicatives currently available to some online
users. This is done by analysing as many QSOs as possible, including those
you upload. Please be sure you are happy with this before you join to
logbook.
Important: Consider when you using idx logbook, that you should keep
an active backup on your personal computer, avoiding possible data loss and
or interruption of the iDX Logbook service.
⭐ This is an auxiliary feature. keep your logbook of your choice on
your personal computer and periodically export the contacts registered in
iDX. Limited to 100 records.
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Sending DX Spots
The user Is responsibility when send comments through the dxcluster
system via telnet provided by iDX, many other nodes collect spots around
the world, however the data sent through the iDX, are kept in own file with
information of origin and responsible for information.

Information provided by the user
All the information posted by iDX users on iDX NOW or other shared
module within the app is under the responsibility of that who had
provided the information. The iDX App is not responsable by any means
for the content posted by third parties. If any public information from the
Internet is used, it must contain credits and/or authorization, whenever
applicable

Storage location
All data stored and generated by the iDX application uses the virtual
machine database (VMs) and Compute Engine provided and hosted by
Google Cloud Platform.

Development, Management and Maintenance of Services
The app development, management and expenses with these platforms
are maintained, exclusively by Amateur Radio PY4OG J.Marcio.
So far, this application is not commercial, the possible reference of a
company does not mean that it is linked to this purpose. Possible virtual
space usage is courtesy of the developer.
All versions of the iDX app maintains serious policies of software
distribution, every version off application is reviewed and only after
approved by the rigorous selection managed by Apple will be available on
the AppStore.
You can contact J.Marcio, PY4OG if you have concerns about the
security of your personal data.
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